Pharmacokinetic-Guided Dosing of New Oral Cancer Agents.
Generally, licensed drug-dosing recommendations for chemotherapy are based on results from clinical trials in which subjects are usually of relatively normal body size, middle-aged, and are relatively racially homogeneous, with minimal comorbidity and specific tumor characteristics. Very few nontrial patients meet these characteristics, resulting in clinical practice having to extrapolate dosing recommendations to the specific patient. There is insufficient research on the impact of obesity-associated physiological changes prevalent in patients with common cancers on standard pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters. Yet quantifying the influence of obesity on the pharmacology of chemotherapy is vital, as dosing inappropriate for body composition (ie, flat dosing or mg/kg based on total body weight) may increase the risk of adverse events and reduce clinical effectiveness. Unfortunately, there are few cancer guidelines to aid clinicians in selecting the optimal dose in the obese-even recent guidelines are based predominantly on clinical opinion/current practice in treating obese patients, rather than evidence. Data in many other vulnerable groups, for example, those with significant comorbidity and older patients, are also scarce. Because of the known limitations of body surface area-guided dosing, therapeutic drug monitoring or pharmacokinetic-guided dosing, which predicts an individual's exposure, has increasingly been shown to be a powerful tool in cancer therapy. Used appropriately, it can adjust for differences in pharmacokinetic parameters not considered when body size-based dosing or "one dose fits all" is used. This review will focus predominantly on the rationale for pharmacokinetic-guided dosing of the newer oral molecularly targeted antineoplastics in people whose drug exposure is not predicted by their physiology or body composition.